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“Beyond the outer edge”



Bolafjall

Bolafjall
Radar station since 1992

Bold
A road was 

built to reach 

the top of 

mountain 

Bolafjall in 

West Iceland 

in 1992 to 

serve the 

Radar Station, 

now run by the 

Icelandic Air 

Defense -and 

former NATO 

station. 

The mountain top is a picturesque 
place to appreciate the midnight sun.

“Beyond the outer edge “ is a winning project 2018 from a Landscape Architecture Design competition



The idea and design is a cooperation and partnership of two offices. SEI, a 

new architecture office and Landmótun an established Landscape 

Architecture firm. 



By shortening the 
road, the top 
becomes less 
occupied by man-
made structures and 
the flat area vacant 
and peaceful.  
Visitors gain a 
walking route with 
different viewpoints 
and resting points.

Beyond the outer edge:



The main principle in the structural design is 
totally different from the original idea.  

The idea was to build a platform suspended to 
the vertical cliff, but due to the character of the 
rock it had to be modified to a cantilevered 
structure. 



Location this far north and this high up gives a „short 
weather window“ for construction work -only from end 
of May to end of August. 
Great cooperation with the local community, Icelandic 
state as the landowner and the design team made this 
possible in just a little more than three years, from idea 
to opening ceremony. 

Landmótun and SEI



On the mountain top, it can be cold and windy, so the Icelandic ministers 
were wearing warm clothing at the opening this fall.



Beyond the outer edge:

“Boldness & Beauty” 



Beyond the outer edge:
Bolafjall is 630 meters straight down. Bolafjall taking its name from the driftwood (bolur) carried by the ocean 

from northern Norway and Russia.  A road was built to reach the top of mountain Bolafjall in West Iceland in 

1992 to serve the Radar Station, now run by the Icelandic Air Defense -and former NATO station. The 

mountain top is a picturesque place to appreciate the midnight sun.

„Beyond the outer edge “ is a winning project from a Landscape Architecture Design competition.  The idea 

and design is a cooperation and partnership of two offices. SEI, a new architecture office and Landmótun an 

established Landscape Architecture firm. 

The Concept is to give a respect to the mountain itself- the man-made observation deck is not to block off the 

mountain but only to give visitor a better and safer platform to view and take in the panoramic view of the 

ocean and the mountains. By shortening the road, the top becomes less occupied by man-made structures 

and the flat area vacant and peaceful.  Visitors gain a walking route with different viewpoints and resting 

points. In the opinion of the committee/jury the quality of the idea is the respect of the mountain and the 

collaboration of gigantic proportions of the nature. The landscape design is exciting but at the same time 

respectful to the nature. The strait line of the walking access is reflecting the straight lines of ocean and the 

horizon. It captures the genius loci of the mountain. 

The main principle in the structural design is totally different from the original idea.  The idea was to build a 
platform suspended to the vertical cliff, but due to the character of the rock it had to be modified to a 
cantilevered structure. Location this far north and this high up gives a „short weather window“ for 
construction work -only from end of May to end of August. Great cooperation with the local community, 
Icelandic state as the landowner and the design team made this possible in just a little more than three years, 
from idea to opening ceremony. 
On the mountain top, it can be cold and windy, so the Icelandic ministers were wearing warm clothing at the 
opening this fall.


